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1 & 2 Blue Bell, Uppington, Telford, TF6 5HG

Offers around
£325,000

Historically a single dwelling, and more recently divided, 1 & 2 Bluebell are being offered as one property for sale. The property extends to 5 bedrooms and
sits within gardens extending to 0.36 acres with a further 0.723 acres of amenity woodland/development land being marketed as a separate lot and available

by negotiation. Situated between Wellington and Shrewsbury. Wellington 3.2miles Shrewsbury 6 miles Telford 5.8 miles Birmingham 30 miles.
(All distances are approximate).

LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION
The property is located in close proximity to the hamlet of Uppington which lies in a rural situation amidst
picturesque Shropshire Countryside. The wide ranging facilities of Telford and Shrewsbury with further amenities
provided by the market town of Wellington together with Wolverhampton and Birmingham are all within convenient
travelling distance. The property is in close proximity to the Holyhead Road (old A5) and the M54/A5 with junction 7
less than 2 miles away. Wellington offers regular rail links to Birmingham, Shrewsbury and Mid/South Wales.

1 & 2 Bluebell is in need of some modernisation, with the element formerly being number 2 in need of wholesale
renovation. The element being formerly number 1 has been more recently modernised but still offers scope for
renovation. The house benefits from a double gated access and long driveway leading to large gravelled car park
area, with access leading from a minor country lane. To the rear of the property, access can also be taken directly
from the old A5 via a wooden vehicle gate.

ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION
Beginning at the front of the property, formerly number 1, a glazed porch leads into the main Hallway with stairs
off. The main Kitchen Diner is directly ahead with twin aspects windows, fitted kitchen with good range of base and
wall cupboards with room for appliances. Off the kitchen diner is the main Living Room, with twin aspect windows
and wood burning stove in brick and wood surround and small Cupboard/ Cloakroom offering potential access to
number 2.

From the first floor landing leads the Master double bedroom, enjoying twin aspect windows and pitched ceiling to
part with airing cupboard. The second, single Bedroom offers views over the front garden. The Family Bathroom
contains basin, toilet and walk in shower.

Moving to number 2, the property is accessed via a small gravelled driveway area opening directly onto the old A5.
From a small glazed Porch area, there is a small quarry tiled Hallway with downstairs Bathroom leading from it. The
Bathroom contains plumbing for toilet and basin and is in need of renovation. Directly from the hallway is a
Cloakroom/ storage cupboard and from that, the Kitchen which contains a wood burning stove and sink but again,
this is in need of renovation. From the Kitchen leads a small glazed Lean-to and also the Living room. From the
Living room leads the stairs. From the first floor landing are 3 single Bedrooms, one of which would lend itself to
being an additional Bathroom and all with windows overlooking the rear of the property.

OUTSIDEOUTSIDEOUTSIDEOUTSIDE
To the front of the property, and formerly being number 1, is a large Garden with a further gravelled area fenced
off and gated for car parking. To the side of the property, is a former pig sty building and beyond that, a concreted
area containing two timber sheds used for general storage. To the rear of the property, and being formerly number
2, is a small gravelled area accessed via a wooden gate directly from the old A5. The woodland beyond is being
marketed separately but is available by negotiation. If sold separately, alternative access has been created from the
north so as not to impact the occupier of 1 & 2 Blue Bell.

SERVICES:SERVICES:SERVICES:SERVICES:
We are advised by our client that mains water and electricity are connected. The central heating is oil fired. The
property is connected to private drainage and septic tank but please note, the Septic Tank is not being included
within this sale and so prospective purchasers would need to install their own, independent system. Subject to legal
confirmation, this system may need to be accessed by a 3rd party subject to agreement.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATING:ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATING:ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATING:ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATING:
1 Blue Bell EPC: E
2 Blue Bell EPC: F

TENURE:TENURE:TENURE:TENURE:
We are advised by our client that the property is FREEHOLD. Verification should be obtained by your Solicitors.

LOCAL AUTHORITYLOCAL AUTHORITYLOCAL AUTHORITYLOCAL AUTHORITY
Shropshire Council

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS:VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS:VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS:VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS:
Strictly by appointment only through Madeley's Chartered Surveyors.
64 High Street, Much Wenlock, Shropshire TF13 6AE / 01952 727007 / enquiries@madeleys.co.uk

DIRECTIONS :DIRECTIONS :DIRECTIONS :DIRECTIONS :
From Wellington, take the B5061 towards Shrewsbury/ Atcham. After approximately 2.2 miles, and having travelled
under the A5/M54 flyover, the property is located on the right hand side. If travelling from Shrewsbury, pick up the
B5061 from the Emstrey Island (Salop Leisure) heading towards Wellington/ Ironbridge. Remain on this road for
approximately 5.2 miles and the property is on the left, approximately 200m before the A5/M54 flyover.






